PHSS Foundation is announcing following Awards and Medals for Year 2014–15 in different categories to be given to a distinct contributor selected through peer selection process by a nominated selection committee of renowned expert in the field. Those applied in response of earlier notifications need not apply.

1. Prof. H.S. Srivastava Life Time Achievement Award: Cash Rs 25,000, Medal and Citation
2. Prof. H.S. Srivastava Award for Social Contribution: Cash Rs 15,000, Medal and Citation
3. Prof. H.S. Srivastava Young Scientist Award: Cash Rs 11,000, Medal and Citation
4. Prof. H.S. Srivastava Young Journalist Award for Science Communication: Cash Rs 11,000, Medal and Citation
5. Sir J.C. Bose Medal for best thesis in Life Sciences: Medal, Citation and Certificate
6. Sir C.V. Raman Medal for best thesis in Physical Sciences: Medal, Citation and Certificate

Age limit and eligibility (as on 31–03–2015)

No age limit for Awards mentioned at Sl. nos 1 and 2. Maximum age limit for Awards mentioned at Sl. nos 3 and 4 is 35 years and for the Medals mentioned at Sl. nos 5 and 6 is 32 years. Any scientist, professional, innovator, communicator, who is Indian citizen and possess the defined age limit can be nominated provided his/her contributions for the Award is distinct and impact the development of science and society. The person nominated should not be found indulged in any illegal proceeding or institutional enquiry.

How to apply

1. Nomination for these Awards/Medals may be forwarded through a Life Member of PHSS Foundation or any other distinct person including Vice Chancellors, Directors, Editors of Newspapers and Magazines or distinct Academicians, Politicians, Administrators, Media personals, Writers and Social workers. The last date for receipt of the nomination to this end is 30 June 2015. The Awardee will be selected by the Committee constituted by the Executive Committee of the Society.
2. A bio-data of the person nominated for the Award highlighting the major contributions, supported by relevant documentary evidences, a consent of the nominated person and nomination letter by a nominee can be posted to the address given below. Only printed and duly signed copies will be accepted.
3. For Award mentioned on Sl. nos 3 and 4, copies of 10 best research papers/articles of the Awardee will be needed with the application form and for the Medals mentioned on Sl. nos 5 and 6, best three published research papers are to be attached with the application.
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